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Size matters

 Talent pool: the pond is small and shrinking further (ageing 
workforce)

 Poaching

 Increased costs, longer time to fill in vacancies, retention

Direct impact on the bottom line

Transition to NetZero, increase in automation, digitalisation – STEM and future skills

Current initiatives badly needed  - but playing catch up? Long term solution? 

Currently about 180K skilled engineers needed annually to plug the gap at a cost of £1.5bn to the economy

UK is an engineering powerhouse - generates up to an estimated £645bn gross value added (GVA) to the 
UK’s economy annually – equivalent to 32% of the country’s economic output
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 Start early

 Build teachers’ confidence

 Industry engagement – the real 
world matters

 Relating to engineering

 Careers in engineering

 All inclusive – diversification

 Sustainability

Size matters …. Increasing the pond
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https://gmfreescotland.blogspot.com/2012/04/tadpole-tails.html
https://www.cookipedia.co.uk/recipes_wiki/Pike
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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Primary Engineer Programmes

Primary Engineer 
Vehicles Programme

Primary Engineer 
Construction Programme

Primary Engineer 
Pail Programme

Programmes:

Teacher Training for 2 teachers

Curriculum mapped Teaching Resources

Tools and Consumables

Links to Engineers

Celebration Events

27,000 
pupils took 

part in 
2021-22

Over 1,000 
teachers 
trained in 
2021-22
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Primary Engineer Programmes

‘If you were an 
engineer, what would 

you do?’ Leaders 
Award Competition

‘If you were an engineer, what would you do?’

Leaders Award annual competition

Individual recognition (grading days and 
judging panels)

Interviews with Engineers

Public Awards and Exhibitions

Prototeams

Primary Engineer MacRobert Medals

If you were an engineer… Podcast

1. Interview an engineer 2. Pupils 3-19yrs Find a 
problem and draw a 
solution adding a letter 
to the engineer 
explaining it.

3. Engineers grade 
every entry

4. Every pupil receives a 
certificate with a grade

5. Shortlisted entries are 
judged regionally

6. Regional Exhibitions 
and Awards 

33,000 
young 

people took 
part in 

2021-22
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Why oh Why

Why should my company invest for a ROI in 6 to 10 years?



ADC Electrical Ltd

• Small business 18 employee's

• Located NE England.

• Established 1974

• Electro Mechanical engineers
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Effect of skills shortages

 Positions that become available due to retirements harder to fill

 If filled via internal promotion this still leaves skill gaps within the organisation

 Fewer candidates applying for available positions at all levels.

 Skillset of general applicants tend to be less suitable for the position requirements than in recent years

 Skillset engineers within our industry sector very desirable to other engineering companies increases likelihood of them being approached  by 
other organisations.

 It is now far more likely to lose an engineer to an organisation outside of the sector than ever before.

 This can be due to other sectors offering very attractive packages

 Other sectors viewed as being more desirable to work in.

 Demand for skills across all engineering  sectors driving up costs for skilled engineers for everybody
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Effect of skills shortages relating to young engineers

 More demand than ever to bring young talent through the ranks results greater demand on the available pool

 School leavers have less of an understanding in engineering or what in involved & have less hands on experience than 
in past years

 This may increase training time & cost

 May result in greater likelihood of them dropping out or not making the grade

 Once you have trained your young engineers then you have to keep hold of them with a far greater chance of loosing 
them to another organisation then at any time in the past.
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Why did we choose to support Primary Engineer
 Engineers moving from company to company long term is unsustainable if there are insufficient engineers coming through the ranks to 

replace the voids across all parts of industry.

 Engineering in the UK appears to have reached a point where more engineers are reaching retirement age than are looking for work in 
engineering.

 Our industry is little known or if known not aways viewed as the most glamours engineering work putting us a disadvantage in an 
engineer shortage

 If we do not have sufficient quality engineers to service our customers we go out of business.

 The same applies to our customers & other engineering companies we rely on.

 If UK engineering cannot attract enough good people then it is going to have a knock on affect no matter who you are.

 Can we sit here & complain that somebody should be doing something & not do anything ourselves.

 Primary Engineer offers a way to make children aware at an early age of what engineering is  & that it could be a good career to
choose when the time comes
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Q&A
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Thanks for Listening!

If you’ve got any questions, please get in touch and we would 
be more than happy to chat more!
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Head Office: 
Floor 2 | AMS Office Tower | AMS Technology Park | 
Billington Rd | Burnley | Lancashire | BB11 5UB

Scottish Office: 
Scottish Engineering | 105 West George Street | Glasgow | 
G2 1QL

www.primaryengineer.com
www.leadersaward.com
www.statwarscompetition.com
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Tel: 07732 801 429
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